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An Introduction to Fiber Optic Communications
Why Fiber Optics?
In the last decade, optical fiber transmission systems have come to dominate the market for
high−bit−rate transmission systems. Indeed, they have redefined "high−bit−rate", a term which
used to only apply to 45 Mbps transmission systems, but now may apply to systems carrying
billions−of−bits (gigabit) of information per second.
Optical fiber has been replacing older carriers such as copper wire, coaxial cable, and microwave
radio due to its incredible bandwidth. Bandwidth is the information capacity of any carrier, and is
roughly proportional to the frequency of that carrier. The higher you go in the electromagnetic
spectrum, the more information you can transmit. With present technology, lightwaves are as far as
we can go in transmitting useful information. (Refer to Figure 1)
Early Examples of Optical Communications
There have been many attempts to harness lightwaves for communication purposes. Some were
more successful that others:
• Smoke signals by North American Indians.
• British naval flag signaling systems.
• Alexander Graham Bell's photophone.

The above methods all shared one common disadvantage − they were using the Earth's
atmosphere as the transmission medium. The atmosphere is terribly unpredictable and rain or fog
can block the communication path. Line−of−sight communication is usually required, which places
a sharp limit on the transmitting distance. Finally, high−intensity optical sources can actually pose a
hazard to the public!
Beginnings of Fiber Optic Communications
The first indication that "light pipes" might be possible came in the late 1870s. A British physicist,
Taylor Tyndall, discovered that a jet of water could guide a beam of light through gentle
curves. This was explained by another British physicist, James Clerk Maxwell, with his invention of
electromagnetic theory. He proved that, under certain boundary conditions between different
substances (such as water and air), light would exhibit total internal reflection.
Naturally, 19th century technology did not permit development of fiber optic transmission
systems. By the 1960s, the boom in solid−state technology led to a new look at optical
communications. Within a decade, three separate pieces of the puzzle came
together. Photodiodes allowed the detection of very weak light pulses in a compact and rugged
package. Semiconductor lasers provided tiny but very intense sources of monochromatic (single
color) light. And material scientists specializing in the properties of glass learned how to
mass−produce very thin, very transparent glass fibers.
The first "low loss" fiber was manufactured in the early 1970s. (12 dB of loss per mile may not be
"low loss" today, but it was a breakthrough at the time.) Improvements followed rapidly, so that fiber
attenuations of well below 0.5 dB/mi are readily available today. These exceptional transparencies
allowed the design of transmission systems with regenerator (repeater) spacings far beyond
anything available with copper carriers.
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Advantages of Fiber Optics
Consequently, fiber optic systems were brought to market with two great driving forces. First, the
incredible bandwidth of optical systems meant that transmission networks could now plan on
megabits − or gigabits − where they had used kilobits before. Second, fiber systems could attain
regenerator spacings of up to 30 miles − compared to approximately one mile for copper.
In addition; however, there were many "bonus" features of using fiber optic transmission
systems. These include:
• Small sized cables eased the installation in crowded wiring ducts.
• Lightweight cables allowed for longer runs.
• Immunity to any electrical interference. (crosstalk, induction, etc.)
• Security from unauthorized tapping.
• Upgradeability to higher bit rates as electronics improved.
• Low cost (as economies of scale came into play).

Basic Fiber Transmission System
Any fiber optic transmission system must contain these three basic components, a transmitter, a
receiver, and optical fiber. For systems used in telephony applications, the optical transmitter is
usually a semiconductor laser (although Light Emitting Diodes (LED) may be used in short−haul
systems). The optical receiver may be a PIN diode or an avalanche photodiode. Finally, almost all
telecommunications fiber installed today is singlemode (although there is a great deal of multimode
fiber in the outside plant). Refer to Figure 2
Factors Influencing Viability
Any transmission system must make economic sense before it can be justified. Some of the factors
that had to be addressed before fiber optics became feasible included:
Sources
• Speed
• Size
• Cost
• Reliability
• Environmental Stability
• Output Power

Detectors
• Speed
• Size
• Cost
• Reliability
• Environmental Stability
• Sensitivity

Medium (Fiber Cable)
• Size
• Loss
• Physical Integrity
• Cost
• Splicing Technology
• Connector Technology
• Manufacturability
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Optical Sources
Optical sources convert electrical signals into optical signals for transmission over the fiber
path. There are two types of optical sources generally available:
Light Emitting Diodes (LED)
LEDs are quite inexpensive and relatively rugged. However, they suffer from low output power
(around −18 dBm), large chromatic width (40−50 nm), and resistance to high−speed
modulation. For these reasons, LEDs have found their market in military or industrial applications
where high−bit−rate or long transmission links are not required.
Semiconductor Lasers
Semiconductor lasers correct the failings of LED: they have very high output power (up to a
milliwatt, or 0 dBm), very narrow chromatic width (2−5 nm), and very high modulation speed (in
excess of 1 GHz). However, they are quite expensive and relatively sensitive to environmental
effects (such as temperature). For most telecommunications applications, however, the benefits of
using lasers far outweigh any drawbacks.
Optical Detectors
Optical detectors perform the reverse function − they convert incoming optical signals into electrical
signals that can be processed with conventional circuitry. Again, there are two types of optical
detectors commercially available:
PIN Diodes
PIN (Positive−Intrinsic−Negative) diodes have long been the mainstay of the fiber communications
industry. They are relatively inexpensive and do not require great amounts of power. However,
they are limited in sensitivity. PIN diodes are still an appropriate choice for many systems.
Avalanche Photodiodes
Avalanche photodiodes include amplification circuitry, so that very weak light pulses may be easily
detected. They also can respond faster than traditional photodiodes, so that higher bit rates may be
transmitted. Drawbacks include higher noise levels, increased power requirements, and
significantly greater cost.
Other detection systems are currently being tested. Some, such as coherent technology, promise
to greatly increase receiver sensitivities in the near future.
Types of Optical Fibers
Listed below are three basic types of optical fiber in use today:
• Step−index multimode fiber is mostly of historical interest, although it still finds many uses in industries less
demanding than telecommunications.
• Graded−index multimode first brought optical fiber out of the laboratory and into the telephone network.
• Singlemode fiber has in only two or three years come to totally dominate the telecommunications marketplace,
promising ever higher bit rates and repeater spacings.
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Step−Index Multimode Fiber
Step−index multimode is an older type of fiber that is seldom used in telecommunications links
today. It is still used in data communication and light−pipe applications, however. It may be
fabricated from plastic or glass.
The different paths shown through the fiber are the different "modes". Obviously, since the paths
have different lengths, transit times will vary between modes. This problem of "differential mode
delay" severely limits the bandwidth available with this type of fiber. Refer to Figure 3
Graded−Index Multimode Fiber
Graded−index multimode fiber was developed to avoid the problems of differential mode delay. The
refractive index (measurement of speed−of−light) of the core now varies with the distance from the
center of the fiber. (A higher index indicates a lower speed−of−light.) Now, therefore, the path
(mode) through the center is still the shortest, but is in the region of slowest travel. Paths near the
edge of the core are longer, but the light travels faster. When correctly optimized, the transit time of
all modes is equal.
A great deal of multimode fiber was installed in the late 1970s and early 1980s. However, the
information capacity (bandwidth) was limited to approximately 150 Mbps. Refer to Figure 4
Singlemode Fiber
Singlemode fiber represents the current state−of−the−art in fiber manufacture. Since its commercial
introduction in the early 1980s, it has come to totally dominate all fiber applications in the
telecommunications industry.
By dramatically shrinking the fiber core, the number of possible paths through the fiber is reduced to
one. With only singlemode being transmitted, the self−interference of differential mode delay is
eliminated.
The bandwidth of singlemode fibers is exceptionally high. Transmission systems have been
demonstrated operating at may gigabits−per−second (1 gigabit = 1 billion bits). Refer to Figure 5
Signal Impairments
There are many causes of signal impairments in optical transmission. These can be generally
divided into attenuation (loss) and dispersion. Refer to Figure 6
Attenuation
Attenuation, or signal loss, simply indicates that the amount of light received depends on the length
of the fiber being used. Attenuation may be caused by absorption (for example, the hydroxyl ion
(OH) has a strong absorption peak near 1300 nm), by scattering from impurities in the fiber cable, or
from radiation (light leakage or microbending). In most cases, attenuation problems have been
overcome by increased precision and quality control during the manufacturing phases.
Dispersion
Dispersion is the tendency of light pulses to get "blurry" after travelling through a fiber. This limits
the bandwidth of the fiber, since in extreme cases pulses begin to overlap and information is lost. In
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multimode fiber, very high dispersion values are caused by differential mode delay − there are
hundreds of possible paths for the light to follow through the fiber, and each path takes a slightly
different amount of time. This problem is eliminated in singlemode fiber, so dispersion values are
orders of magnitude lower. However, there is still a problem with chromatic dispersion. The
speed−of−light is slightly different for different wavelengths of light. Although the lasers are nearly
monochromatic, they actually put out a narrow range of wavelengths. The different travel times for
these components will eventually limit the amount of information that can be transmitted over
singlemode fiber.
Fiber Fabrication
Currently, most fiber in North America is manufactured by the Modified Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MCVD) process. This process has two major steps:
• Vapor deposition inside glass preform.
• Fiber drawn from collapsed preform.

Once the fiber is spooled and tested, it may be assembled into cables for aerial, buried, or ducted
installation. Refer to Figure 7
Typical Attenuation Characteristics
This graph of loss vs. wavelength shows why there are certain wavelengths preferred for optical
transmission. At visible wavelengths (400−800 nm, off to the left of the chart), silica−based glass
exhibits very high loss. The first fiber systems operated near 840 nm, since sources and detectors
for that wavelength were readily available. As soon as possible, manufactures began to
concentrate on the 1300 nm "window" of exceptionally low loss. Future systems may operate at
even higher wavelengths, near 1550 nm. Refer to Figure 8
The sharp peak just past 1300 nm is the "hydroxyl peak" − a region of heavy absorption. The curve
in Figure 8 demonstrates low−quality fiber (vintage 1979). Current production fiber controls the
peak values more sharply, producing a much smoother curve.
Modified Chemical Vapor Deposition (MCVD)
In modified chemical vapor deposition, several processes combine to create the preform (which is
later pulled into fiber). A hollow preform, approximately three feet long and one inch in diameter,
spins rapidly on a lathe. A computer controlled mixture of gases is pumped into one
end. Underneath, a heat source (such as an oxyacetylene torch) passes back and forth about once
per minute.
Each passage of the heat source fuses a small amount of the gases to the surface. Most of the gas
is vaporized silicon dioxide (glass), but there are carefully controlled amounts of impurities, or
dopants. These cause changes in the index of refraction of the glass. As the torch moves and the
preform spins, a layer of glass is laid down inside the hollow preform. The dopants (mixture of
gases) can be changed with every layer, so the index may be varied across the diameter.
Eventually, enough layers are built up to fill the tube. It is now a scale model of the desired fiber −
but much shorter and much thicker. It is now taken to the drawing tower to be pulled into
fiber. Refer to Figure 9
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Basic Digital Communication Theory
Digital Transmission
One of the strongest trends in the telecommunications industry in the 1970s and 1980s has been
the conversion to digital technology. Transmission equipment, central office switches, Private
Branch Exchanges (PBX), and even telephone handsets have benefitted from the digital revolution.
It is a revolution spurred by the semiconductor industry. Functions which formerly took bays of
equipment and thousands of dollars may now be accomplished on a single chip, for pennies. As
costs have dropped, performance capabilities have soared. Today, digital signal processing
techniques that have always had theoretical advantages now have economic advantages as well.
North American Standards
A set of standards for digital transmission have evolved in the United States and Canaduh. These
specify certain parameters for signals of different bit rates (the DS, or Digital Signal, levels). Those
most commonly used today include:
Name
DS−1

Speed (Mbps)
1.544

Capacity
24 Voice Channels

DS−1C 3.152

2 x DS−1

DS−2

6.312

4 x DS−1

DS−3

44.736

7 x DS−2

Analog−to−Digital Conversion
Advantages of analog−to−digital conversion:

(Refer to Figure 1)

• Less susceptible to noise and interference.
• Easier to regenerate the signal if signal repeaters are needed.
• Very accurate reproduction of the original signal, although with the penalty of added bandwidth requirements.
• Allows use of high−speed digital integrated circuits.
• Provides built−in error detection.
• Compatible with digital computer systems.

Nyquist Theorem
A basic rule of digital transmission is know as the Nyquist theorem. It states that in order to
reproduce a stream of analog data, such as voice, the digital sampling rate must be at least equal to
twice the highest frequency in the analog stream.
The human ear is sensitive roughly from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. This would suggest that we needed a
sampling rate of: 2 x 20 kHz = 40 kHz. This would have been prohibitively expensive until very
recently. However, the human brain is an amazing signal processor. Empirical tests have shown
that we can throw away all voice data from 4 kHz to 20 kHz with minimal effect. Although the sound
channel is certainly not high−fidelity, it covers the two basic requirements of speech communication:
intelligibility (understanding the words said), and recognizability (identifying the voice of the
speaker). Therefore, the 4 kHz voice channel has become a standard.
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Using the Nyquist theorem, it is easy to see that to reproduce this 4 kHz signal, our sampling rate
must be at least: 2 x 4 kHz = 8 kHz. This would be in a theoretically perfect system. However,
in practice, transmission systems sample at 8 kHz and allow the voice channel to be slightly less
than 4 kHz − 3.2 kHz is typical. (Refer to Figure 2)
Composite Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
Since the width of an amplitude sample is significantly less than the sampling time, many signals
may be interleaved without overlap. In the North American DS−1 signal, 24 sets of 8 kHz data are
interleaved before digital conversion. The resultant signal is referred to as "Composite Pulse
Amplitude Modulation". (Refer to Figure 3)
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
Note that, for clarity, the sample shown displays only 3 bits−per−sample, which produces: 2 ^ 3 =
8 coding levels. Voice−grade systems use 8 bits−per−sample, producing: 2 ^ 8 = 256 coding
levels. Digital music systems can use as many as 20 bits−per−sample, resulting in over a million
coding levels. (Refer to Figure 4)
Quantization Error
The error in reconstructing a digitized signal is related to the number of bits used in coding the
sample. There is a tradeoff between reproduction accuracy and system complexity. (Refer to
Figure 5)
A rate of 3 bits−per−sample, as shown in the above example, would be quite simple to implement,
but would not produce an understandable voice signal. On the other hand, a rate of 20
bits−per−sample would produce a signal nearly indistinguishable from the original, but would require
very sophisticated electronics. Such coding schemes are only economical for high−performance
digital audio systems such as Compact Discs (CD). (Note: CD systems also sample far in excess of
the 8 kHz discussed here. Most systems currently available use a 44 kHz sampling rate with 18 to
20 bits−per−second.)
For the public digital network, manufacturers have established a standard coding rate of 8
bits−per−sample as a reasonable compromise between cost and fidelity.
DS−1 Frame Format
The above framing format is used by DS−1 equipment to properly identify each time slot and its
place in the DS−1 link. A similar, but more complex arrangement of framing bits is used to organize
data bits in DS−3 transmission links. (Refer to Figure 6)
Definition of Digital Multiplexer
CCITT Recommendation G.702: A digital multiplexer is equipment for combining by
time−division−multiplexing two or more tributary digital signals into a single composite digital
signal. A digital demultiplexer separates the composite signal into its component tributaries. The
term muldex is a contraction of multiplexer−demultiplexer.
Please note that, although slightly inaccurate, the terms multiplex or multiplexer are often used to
refer to equipment that performs both multiplexing and demultiplexing functions.
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Unipolar to Bipolar
Unipolar signals are usually used within a piece of transmission equipment (intra−shelf signaling,
etc.) However, for transmission between pieces of equipment (over twisted pair or coax), electrical
signals are usually converted to bipolar form.
The bipolar conversion removes the low−frequency components of the signal, removing any
average DC voltage. This provides several advantages: (1) line powering of downstream
equipment (since the bipolar signal may be "piggybacked' on a DC bias voltage); (2) less power
required for transmission; (3) easier to recover clock from the incoming data.
Please note that all optical transmissions are unipolar − since we cannot transmit negative pulses of
light. (Refer to Figure 7)
Binary Three−Zero Substitution (B3ZS)
"Straight" bipolar coding is not often used for transmission. When long sequences of zeros are
transmitted, downstream equipment can have problems recovering the clock rate from the incoming
data. Therefore, various schemes are employed to substitute sets of pulses for long streams of
zeros. At the DS−3 rate, B3ZS is employed; at lower rates, less stringent methods are adequate
(B6ZS for DS−2 and B8ZS for DS−1). Bipolar violations are used to flag the substitutions. (Refer
to Figure 8)
North American Digital Hierarchy
The following rates are those agreed on by major telecommunications manufacturers in the United
States and Canaduh: (Refer to Figure 9)
Carrier

Voice Channels Number of DS−1s

Number of DS−2s

Number of DS−3s

Total Circuit Bit Rate

Voice Circuit 1

−

−

−

64 kbps

DS−1 Line

24

1

−

−

1.544 Mbps

DS−1C Line

48

2

−

−

3.512 Mbps

FD−2

96

4

1

−

6.312 Mbps

FD−3

672

28

7

1

44.736 Mbps

FD−135

2016

84

21

3

135.510 Mbps

FD−565

8064

336

84

12

570.480 Mbps

Notes
The DS−1 format is sometimes referred to as the "T−1" format. Bit rates are not direct multiples of
lower−level bit rates due to the increased overhead requirements of higher transmission levels.
There is a DS−4 format defined (274.176 Mbps), but this has met with little commercial
acceptance. For reference, a DS−4 signal would be the equivalent of two FD−135 channels or half
an FD−565 channel.
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Introduction to the Nortel FMT−150 System
FMT−150 Introduction
The Fiber Multiplex Terminal (FMT) system was designed as a small to medium capacity optical
transmission media. It incorporates the newest means of system maintenance and operational
capabilities. (Refer to Figure 1)
FMT−150B/C/D System
The FMT−150B/C/D system is actually a combination of successful Northern Telecom products
developed in response to the ever−changing requirements of the telecommunications industry. The
product architecture supports such applications as subscriber loops, inter−office links, hub
configurations, drop/insert configurations, and features an overhead transmission capacity for ease
of operation and maintenance.
The FMT−150B/C/D is capable of combining mixtures of DS−1, DS−1C, and DS−2 data streams
into an optical DS−3 output, while providing sophisticated surveillance and protection basis.
The FMT−150B/C/D fiber optic transmission system combines DM−13 multiplexers and 150 Mbps
Fiber Transports (FT) in compact transmission capacity for ease of operation and maintenance on a
network oriented basis.
The FMT−150 family consists of three products:

(Refer to Figure 2)

• FMT−150B − a single shelf unit which consists of a digital multiplexer/demultiplexer and a 150 Mbps fiber optic
interface module.
• FMT−150C − a single shelf unit which consists of two digital multiplexer/demultiplexers.
• FMT−150D − a single shelf unit used for regenerating fiber optic signals which consists of two 150 Mbps fiber
optic interface sections.

Although the FMT−150B, FMT−150C, and FMT−150D are three different shelves, they are all
composed of two basic building blocks:
• The DM−13 multiplexer.
• The 150 Mbps fiber interface.

Each FMT−150B/C/D system contains the following items:
FMT−150B Shelf:
• One DM−13 digital multiplexer/demultiplexer.
• One 150 Mbps fiber optic interface module for unprotected configuration, or two for optional 1 + 1 protection.
• Two power supply units for unprotected configuration, or four for optional 1 + 1 protection.
• Maintenance Control Unit (MCU) for alarm and control processing.
• Service Channel Unit (SCU) providing voice communication between terminal sites (optional).

FMT−150C Shelf:
• Two DM−13 digital multiplexer/demultiplexers.
• Two power supply units for unprotected configuration, or four for optional 1 + 1 protection.
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FMT−150D Shelf:
• Two 150 Mbps fiber optic interface modules for unprotected configuration, or four for optional 1 + 1 protection.
• Two power supply units for unprotected configuration, or four for optional 1 + 1 protection.
• Two Maintenance Control Unit (MCU) for alarm and control processing.
• Service Channel Unit (SCU) providing voice communication between terminal sites (optional).

Designed for Growth
All aspects of the FMT−150 system are designed to allow for easy growth as the user's circuit
requirements change. For example, a customer could install a FMT−150 system carrying only a few
DS−1 signals, with the rest of the interface board wired out to unused cross−connect panels. Later,
the customer could add in more circuit packs (i.e., DS−1 circuits or, depending on need, add DS−1C
or DS−2 circuits instead). Note that the configuration of the cable interface board is determined by
the type of circuit being installed and must be wired accordingly.
Signal Flow
Transmission Capacity
The groups of a DM−13 multiplexer may consist of any combination of four DS−1, two DS−1C, or
one DS−2 line tributary that result in an aggregate bit rate of 44.736 Mbps (the DS−3 bit rate). This
is then handled by one 150 Mbps fiber interface module. Maximum capacities are as
follows: (Refer to Figure 3)
• 28 DS−1 tributaries (24 voice channels).
• 14 DS−1C tributaries (48 voice channels).
• 7 DS−2 tributaries (96 voice channels).
• Any combination of the above in which the bit rate is less than or equal to 44.736 Mbps.

A FMT−150C shelf can multiplex twice the maximum of an FMT−150B thus producing two DS−3
signals.
A FMT−150B used in conjunction with a FMT−150C can multiplex a total of three DS−3 signals.
Examples of other arrangements meeting the maximum capacity of the DM−13 are as follows:
• 24 DS−1 and 1 DS−2 tributaries.
• 16 DS−1 and 3 DS−2 tributaries.
• 16 DS−1, 2 DS−1C, and 2 DS−2 tributaries.
• 4 DS−1C and 5 DS−2 tributaries.

Signaling
The FMT−150B & C architecture distinguishes between types of signaling:
• Optical
• Translator (STX)
• High−speed
• Low−speed

In this terminology, optical signaling refers to the 149.76 Mbps optical signal rate and the STX refers
to the Northern Telecom defined electrical signal containing the DS−3 payload information and
overhead bit structure within a 49.92 Mbps signal rate. High−speed refers to the DS−3 rate (44.736
Mbps) and is limited to the DM−13 groups and tributaries at the DS−1, DS−1C or DS−2 rate (1.544
Mbps, 3.152 Mbps and 6.132 Mbps respectively).
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Multiplexing
Multiplexing between low−speed signals (DS−1, DS−1C, and DS−2) and the high−speed signal is
accomplished in two stages. In the first stage of multiplexing, the low−speed signals are
synchronized into seven groups at the DS−2 signal rate. This is performed by DS−1, DS−1C, and
DS−2 Tx/Rx modules. Also, this stage converts the signals from bipolar to unipolar format. The
second stage of multiplexing organizes the seven groups into a single DS−3 digital signal, which is
again bipolar. Each of the seven groups at the DS−2 rate may be composed of one DS−2, two
DS−1C, or four DS−1 signals. Lastly, the electrical DS−3 signal is converted into an optical signal
for transmission over optical fibers.
150 Mbps Fiber Transport
The 150 Mbps interface can receive up to 3 incoming DS−3 signals from the DM−13 multiplexers
(or other DS−3 sources). In the transmit direction, each DS−3 signal is translated to a STX signal
(49.92 Mbps). The overhead bits in the STX signal carry alarm, maintenance, and service channel
information for the network. The signal processing, (and that for the opposite direction) is
performed within the DS−3 translator module. There is one working translator and one standby
translator per DS−3 signal. The three 49.92 Mbps signals are multiplexed together within the 150
Mbps optical Tx/Rx module to generate a single electrical signal with a line rate of 149.76
Mbps. The electrical signal is then converted into an optical equivalent for transmission over fiber
optical cables. In the receive direction, an incoming 149.76 Mbps optical signal is converted to its
electrical form and then demultiplexed to 3 STX signals. The signals are then routed to the
appropriate translator module where each 49.92 Mbps signal is split into a DS−3 signal (44.736
Mbps) and corresponding overhead. The overhead containing the network information is fed to the
Service Channel Unit (SCU) and Maintenance Control Unit (MCU) for processing. (Refer to Figure
4)
Configuration
Maintenance Control Unit
Each FMT−150 node is equipped with one Maintenance Control Unit (MCU). The MCU provides
monitoring and performance control for the FMT−150 node. Monitoring and control is provided for
the 150 Mbps fiber interface, up to three associated DM−13 multiplexers, one (optional) Service
Channel Unit (for voice data) and all associated power supply units. The MCU gathers and process
alarm information for transmission throughout the network. This gathered information is carried in
the overhead of the 49.92 Mbps signal. Control commands sent to the node from the CRT interface
are also carried in the 49.92 Mbps overhead and are processed by the MCU at the appropriate
node.
Note: A "node" is defined as any place in the FMT−150 network where a MCU is located. The
maximum number of nodes allowed in a FMT−150 network is 16.
Service Channel Unit
The FMT−150 B & D shelves can be fitted with a Service Channel Unit (SCU) which provides
voice/data communication through the overhead. Two voice channels per DS−3 signal are
provided: one Local Order wire channel, and one Express Order wire channel. Local Order wire
accesses all sites common to a DS−3 signal. The Express Order wire accesses only Terminal sites
common to a DS−3 signal. The Express and Local Order wires are accessible via a jack at the front
panel of the shelf.
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Each site in a FMT−150 network may be individually addressed using DIP switches on the
SCU. Sites are accessed by dialing a 4−digit number from a handset/headset.
The SCU also provides customer input and output points. These are used to retrieve status and
alarm information not only from the FMT−150, but also from any other external equipment
desired. The NT7H75BA version of the SCU support 12 customer inputs and 4 customer
outputs. The NT7H75BB version supports 8 inputs and 16 outputs.
Power Supply Unit
Each FMT−150 shelf is equipped with four power supply units which convert either −48V or −24V to
+5/−5 Volts which is used for the entire shelf. Power supply units are monitored by the MCU for
proper operation. A failure with a power supply unit is displayed on the CRT interface unit for quick
and simple detection.
CRT Interface
The MCU supports control and monitoring of an FMT−150 network through a CRT interface. The
CRT allows the user to display the network status, and any alarm that exist. Control over remote
sites (e.g., force switch, loopback, etc.) can be implemented through commands entered at the CRT
terminal. The software accepts commands entered by the user at the keyboard and responds by
displaying information concerning alarms, status, control, and maintenance information on the CRT
screen. The interface may operate at 300, 1200, 2400, or 9600 baud rates.
Protection
The FMT−150B/C/D provides low−level and high−level automatic switching. Low−level includes
low−speed (DS−1, DS−1C, and/or DS−2 rate) automatic protection switching, while the high−level
includes both high−speed (DS−3 rate), and translator (STX rate) automatic protection
switching. The DS−1, DS−1C, DS−2, DS−3, and STX protection switches all operate
independently.
DM−13 Multiplexer:
DS−1
DS−1C
DS−2
DS−3

Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx

Module
Module
Module
Module

:
:
:
:

1:N
(where N = 1−7)
1:N
(where N = 1−7)
1:N
(where N = 1−7)
1 + 1

150 Mbps Fiber Transport:
DS−3 Translator : 1 + 1
Optical Tx/Rx Unit : 1 + 1

Common Equipment:
Power Supply Unit : 1 + 1
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Modes of Operation
The DM−13 can be configured for either:

(Refer to Figure 5)

• Terminal Operation
• Drop/Insert Operation

The essential differences between the two modes of operation are in the low−speed stage of
multiplexing. In Terminal mode, all DS−2 groups are demultiplexed to their composite low−speed
signals. In Drop/Insert operation the low−speed signals do not have to be demultiplexed past the
DS−2 line.
Terminal operation is generally required at sites where the DS−3 signals are terminated. In this
case, the equipment is configured for bi−directional signal processing. Drop/Insert is required at
intermediate sites where DS−3 signals must be accessed for information (either in whole or at lower
bit rates). In Drop/Insert configurations, typically twice as much transmission equipment is required
due to the uni−directional configuration.
In Terminal operation for the DM−13, all low−speed groups are demultiplexed from a DS−3 to their
respective low−speed bit rates. The low−speed signals are the accessed for further processing. In
Drop/Insert configurations, some of the low−speed tributaries within a DS−3 are not required at the
location and must be "looped−through" the site. This is accomplished by using a special "loop−thru"
module which is available for this process. This eliminates hard patch requirements. The tributaries
are looped through at the 6.312 Mbps unipolar line rate. Looped through groups have their signals
looped directly back into the multiplexer process. Typically, DM−13 Terminal configurations require
one bi−directional DM−13, while Drop/Insert locations require one DM−13 per direction. (Refer to
Figure 6)
Site Configurations
The FMT−150B/C/D shelves can be arranged together to form several types of site configurations:
• Terminal
• Drop/Insert
• Repeater
• Hub

Terminal Site
A Terminal site combines up to three DM−13 multiplexers with one 150 Mbps fiber interface. This
could be formed with one FMT−150B shelf and one FMT−150C shelf, as shown in Figure 7.
Note: The FMT−150B has two independant signal processing units, the multiplexer and fiber
interface units. Therefore, the FMT−150B shelf may be fed any mix of DS−3s from other external
sources (i.e., radio products, existing DMT−300 sources, etc.).
Drop/Insert Site
A Drop/Insert site combines two 150 Mbps fiber interfaces with various combinations of DM−13
multiplexers. Each 150 Mbps interface (and any assorted multiplexer equipment) processes the
signals for one direction. An example using two DM−13s can be derived from two FMT−150B
shelves as shown in Figure 8. Note that this could also be done with one FMT−150C shelf and one
FMT−150D shelf since the shelves in either configuration are functionally identical.
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Repeater Site
A Repeater site combines two 150 Mbps fiber interfaces that serve to regenerate the optical signal
for further transmission. Such a site could be formed from a single FMT−150D shelf, as shown in
Figure 9.
Hub Site
A Hub site combines optical interfaces that enable us to route the DS−3 signals in different
directions. This is done without the use of extra multiplexers. Therefore, the signal does not have
to be broken down to the DS−1 level, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 1
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Introduction to the Nortel FMT−150 System
Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Introduction to the Nortel FMT−150 System
Figure 9
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Introduction to the Nortel FMT−150 System
Figure 10
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Remote Control for a PRO−2042 Scanner
Overview
This is a simple little hack to extend a few of the keypad buttons on a Radio Shack PRO−2042
scanner. This will allow a person to activate a button on the scanner remotely, without having to be
anywhere near the scanner. This is very useful for those crowded SIGINT environments where you
may have a lot of radios going, and you don't want to get up all−the−time to press a "SCAN" button.
This example remote is for the Radio Shack PRO−2042/PRO−2035−series of scanners only. Other
Radio Shack models will have a similar keypad interface. The keypad schematic for a Radio Shack
PRO−2006/PRO−2005/PRO−2004−series scanner will be posted at the end of the article.
The actual remote hardware is quite simple. All you need is four 47k resistors, some 1N4148 or
1N914 diodes, push button switches (normally open), wire (8−conductor CAT−3 is best), and some
male/female DB−25 connectors.
Schematic
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Operation
The remote's operation is quite simple. It's just the scanner's keypad signals routed to an external
push button. The resistor and diodes are for isolating the signals from the other keys. Each wire
going to a column (COL) line needs a series isolating diode. This is very important for isolating
each of the keys. Look at the schematic to see an example of multiple wires going to a single
column. The row (ROW) lines each only need a single 47k resistor to ground.
Example: If you want to extend the SCAN button on a PRO−2042 scanner, you need to connect
both the ROW2 (pin−2 on the PRO−2042's front−panel keypad connector) and the COL1 line (pin−5
on the PRO−2042's front−panel keypad connector). These can be connected together via a simple
push button switch.
PRO−2042/PRO−2035 Keypad Matrix
The numbers in parentheses () are the pin numbers on the front−panel keypad connector. That
large, white 15−pin connector behind the scanner's front−panel. It's labeled CN501 or CN503.
COL1(5) COL2(6) COL3(7) COL4(8) COL5(9) COL6(10) COL7(11) COL8(12)
ROW1(1)

MAN

AUTO

RECT

LIMIT

PRI

1

2

3

ROW2(2)

SCAN

PGM

L/OUT

UP

MODE

4

5

6

ROW3(3)

TUNE

TX

L/OUTRV DWN

STEP

7

8

9

ROW4(4)

SNDSQ

ENT

DEL

RESET

0

.

CLEAR

MON

Example: If you want to extend the MODE button on a PRO−2042 scanner, you need to connect
both the ROW2 (pin−2 on the PRO−2042's front−panel keypad connector) and the COL5 line (pin−9
on the PRO−2042's front−panel keypad connector).
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Pictures

Picture of a Radio Shack external speaker (Part Number 21−549A) which contains the remote
control's SCAN, MANUAL, UP, and DOWN buttons. A 100 ohm potentiometer is mounted on the
side of the speaker for use as a secondary volume control. (Wire it like a variable resistor, in series
with the speaker's + lead). A male DB−25 connector and the speaker's 1/8" plug are shown on the
bottom left (they come out the back of the speaker). These connect to the PRO−2042 scanner via
about eight feet of cable.
(Don't be a dumbass and break the plastic when drilling...)

Internal speaker picture showing the incoming wiring (bottom) for the four push buttons and the
volume potentiometer (right).
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Close−up internal view of the speaker. The big RED wire is the speaker's positive (+) lead.

Internal view of the PRO−2042 scanner. The resistor/diode interface network is on the lower left. It
routes, via SIP sockets, to a female DB−25 connector coming out the back of the scanner.
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Close−up view of the resistor/diode interface network. The interface's connections are via SIP
sockets for ease of disassembly. The SIP sockets are not required, but highly recommended. The
RED arrow points to the large, white, 15−pin, front−panel keypad connector. The top pin of the
connector (looking down) is Pin−1. The metal shields can be soldered to for ground. You'll
basically have to take the entire scanner apart to reach everything.
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Alternate view. There is a notch cut in the front−panel's metal shield to allow the wires from the
keypad's connector to come out. There are small holes (and solder pads) near the connector which
you can solder to.
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Service Manual Keypad Schematic for a Radio Shack PRO−2006−series Scanner
S
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Bonus
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End of Issue #10

Any Questions?
Editorial and Rants
Recently, there was a Presidential election held in the United States. Thankfully, the good guys
won, but it was a close race with the bad guys cheating, stealing, and lying − as usual.
There are basically ten major "Demoncrat" voter sections. I've labeled each of them on the
following map. There is also a quick description of the general areas for people who may not be
familiar with these regions. Notice how the "sKerry" voters (in blue) appear to be a cancer on the
United States.
1. Whiny, pampered rich people. Delusional. Lots of crime. Movie stars. Fancy cars. Hottubs and expensive
wines. Smelly, useless Mexicans. No one speaks English. They live in their own little worlds.
2. Whiny, pampered rich kids. Hippies. Lazy, homeless, and jobless. Microsoft. Big Foot territory.
3. No one here is in the U.S. legally. No one speaks English.
4. This is where the rich people in regions 1 & 2 buy land or move to when they retire.
5. Communists. The cities in this region smell like dog poop. Trust me on that one.
6. Bad moonshine.
7. Illegal Cubans. Communist and drug lord sympathizers. Senile old rich people who can't read a ballot.
8. Fucking Canadian−savage influence.
9. The worst. Absolute crap hole. Clueless rich people. People pee on the steets. No one understands how a
trash can works. Filled with murderers. Home of the "City That Never Showers".
10. I have no clue. Probably stupid people who can't read.
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